Online optimisation revolves around new data being introduced into a problem while it is still being solved; think of deep learning as more training samples become available. We adapt the idea to dynamic inverse problems such as video processing with optical ow. We introduce a corresponding predictive online primal-dual proximal splitting method. The video frames now exactly correspond to the algorithm iterations. A user-prescribed predictor describes the evolution of the primal variable. To prove convergence we need a predictor for the dual variable based on (proximal) gradient ow. This a ects the model that the method asymptotically minimises. We show that for inverse problems the e ect is, essentially, to construct a new dynamic regulariser based on in mal convolution of the static regularisers with the temporal coupling. We develop regularisation theory for dynamic inverse problems, and show the convergence of the algorithmic solutions in terms of this theory. We nish by demonstrating excellent real-time performance of our method in computational image stabilisation.
We can, for example, for B ⊂ X and true temporal coupling operatorsĀ k : X k → X k+ take ( . ) B :N = {(x ,x , . . .) |x ∈ B ,x k+ =Ā k (x k ), k ≥ }.
The idea now would be to obtain a low dynamic regret by some strategy. One possibility is what we have already mentioned: take one step of an optimisation method towards a minimiser of each k , and then use A k to predict an approximate solution for the next problem. Repeat. In this approach,the new data frames exactly correspond to algorithm iterations. The strategy of very inexact solutions is motivated by the fact that neural networks can be e ective-not get stuck in local optima-exactly because subproblems are not solved exactly [ ]. Another type of applications is studied in [ , ] , where new data can only be sampled intermittently, and the algorithm is let to run several steps between the samplings.
In Section we show that a predictive forward-backward splitting obtains low dynamic regret, in line with similar results in the literature [ , ] . This treatment serves as an introduction of concepts and ideas for our main interest: primal-dual methods. Indeed, forward-backward splitting is poorly applicable to ( . ): the proximal step is just as expensive as the original problem. Therefore, it is usually applied to the Fenchel-Rockafellar dual, on which it is e ective. However, we are given a primal predictor A k , so dual formulations are not directly applicable. Moreover, purely dual formulations are T. Valkonen Predictive online optimisation Manuscript, --page of not feasible for deblurring and more complex inverse problems. A solution is to work with primal-dual formulations of the static problems ( . ), ( . ) min
Here G * k is the Fenchel conjugate of G k . A popular method for this type of problems is the primal-dual proximal splitting (PDPS) of Chambolle and Pock [ ]. We refer to [ ] for an overview of di erent variants, alternatives, and extensions to non-convex problems.
We develop in Section a predictive online PDPS for ( . ) . For the primal variable we use the userprescribed predictor A k : X k → X k + , but for the dual variable we need to construct a more technical predictor, imposed by the convergence (regret) theory. This forms the main challenge of our work. To prepare for this, we introduce and interpret in Section appropriate partial primal gap functionals that we will use to replace the dynamic regret ( . ), not applicable to primal-dual methods.
Finally, since we do not solve ( . ) exactly, for inverse problems such as ( . ) our optimisation method forms a regularisation method [ ]. We develop an approach to study the corresponding asymptotic properties in Section . We nish in Section with computational image stabilisation based on optical ow and online optimisation. We obtain real-time performance. Before this we introduce notation and, in Section , our general approach to convergence proofs.
We write x n:m := (x n , . . . , x m ) with n ≤ m, and x n:∞ := (x n , x n+ , . . .). We also slice a set B ⊂ ∞ k = X k as B n:m := {x n:m | x :∞ ∈ B} and B n := B n:n . We write L(X ; Y ) for the set of bounded linear operators between (Hilbert) spaces X and Y . We write Id ∈ L(X ; X ) for the identity operator. To not abuse norm notation for M ∈ L(X ; X ) that may not be positive semide nite or self-adjoint, we set For any set A ⊂ X and x ∈ X we write A, x := { z, x | z ∈ A}. We write δ A for the { , ∞}-valued indicator function of A. For any B ⊂ R (in particular B = A, x ), we use the notation B ≥ to mean that t ≥ for all t ∈ B.
For F : X → (−∞, ∞], we write dom F := {x ∈ X | F (x) < ∞} for the e ective domain. We call F : X → R proper if F > −∞ and dom F ∅. Let then F be convex. We write ∂F (x) for the subdi erential at x and prox F (x) := arg miñ
for the proximal map. We recall that F is strongly subdi erentiable at x with the factor γ > if
In Hilbert spaces this is equivalent to strong convexity with the same factor [ ].
Finally, for f ∈ L q (Ω; R n ), we write f p,q := ξ → f (ξ ) p L q (Ω) .
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We work towards the online solution of ( . ) by primal-dual methods from general principles. Indeed, as observed in [ ], the PDPS for min[F + G • K] is simply a preconditioned proximal point method for a set-valued operator H whose roots encode the rst-order primal-dual optimality conditions; we will return to them in Sections and . For any H : X ⇒ X and a preconditioner M ∈ L(X ; X ), such a method solves x k + from ∈ H (x k+ ) + M(x k+ − x k ) (k ≥ ).
To develop an online version of this general scheme, we assume for k ≥ to be given H k : X k ⇒ X k and linear preconditioners M k ∈ L(X k ; X k ). Then we de ne x k+ implicitly through
The "base point" z k+ ∈ X k+ is arbitrary in this section, but will later be predicted from x k . We analyse (PP) following the testing approach introduced in [ ]. Our minor generalisation here incorporates the varying spaces X k + X , base points z k + x k , and comparison pointsx k x, needed for "going dynamic". The idea is to take testing operators Z k ∈ L(X k ; X k ) that encode the convergence (or regret) rates that we test for, and apply the tests · , x k + −x k + Z k + to the inclusions (PP), (k ∈ N). Then simple manipulations yield estimates where Z k M k forms a local metric for the convergence. Presently, we also include into the metric a factor Γ k of the strong monotonicity of H k , modelled abstractly by ( . ) in the next lemma. It also models gap functionals with G H k . The prediction bound ( . ) is a Lipschitz-type condition between the base point and comparison sequences. Ideally the prediction penalty p k+ = .
This will become more concrete in Sections and .
holds, and for some p k + ∈ R, the prediction bound
holds, then so does
We recall for general self-adjoint M the Pythagoras' identity or three-point formula
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Algorithm . Predictive online forward-backward splitting (POFB)
Require: For all k ∈ N, on Hilbert spaces X k , a primal predictor A k : X k → X k + and convex, proper, lower semicontinuous F k+ , G k + : X k+ → R such that G k+ has Lipschitz gradient.
Step length parameters τ k + > . : Pick an initial iterate x ∈ X . : for k ∈ N do
Using ( . ) here we obtain for k = , . . . , N − ,
Summing over k = , . . . , N − , this gives ( . ).
We review predictive online forward-backward splitting (POFB) for ( . ) with K k = Id. This is useful to explain Section , online methods in general, and to later interpret the dual comparison sequence of the primal-dual method that is our main objective. We recall that given a step length parameter τ > , forward-backward splitting for min[F + G] iterates
For each k ≥ , we take F k , G k : X k → R convex, proper, and lower semicontinuous on a Hilbert space X k . We assume ∇F k to be L k -Lipschitz and write γ F k , γ G k ≥ for the factors of (strong) subdi erentiability of F k and G k . We let Γ k := φ k τ k γ k Id, Z k := φ k Id and M k := Id for some step length, testing, and acceleration parameters τ k , φ k , γ k > . We also presume to be given predictors A k : X k → X k+ . We then set
. With this the abstract algorithm (PP) expands as Algorithm . . We also let B ⊂ ∞ k= X k be a bounded comparison set of potential true solutions, writex :∞ for its elements, and B n:m for the set ofx n:m . These could be generated by true temporal coupling operatorsĀ k : X k → X k+ as in ( . ). Generally A k Ā k due to measurement errors in the former.
. We need to verify the conditions of Lemma . . We start with the prediction bound, which we interpret as a Lipschitz-like condition:
Lemma . . Fix k ∈ N. In the overall setting of the present section, the prediction bound ( . ) holds with
Proof. The prediction bound ( . ) expands
By ( . ), this holds with p k+ = ε k + φ k + when φ k+ satis es ( . ).
To verify the fundamental condition ( . ), we recall the following smoothness three-point inequalities found in, e.g., [ , Appendix B] and [ , Chapter ].
Lemma . . Suppose F : X → R is convex, proper, and lower semicontinuous, and has L-Lipschitz gradient. Then
If F is, moreover, γ -strongly convex, then for any β > ,
Lemma . . Fix k ∈ N. In the overall setting of the present section, for some ζ k ∈ ( , ], suppose
Then ( . ) holds for
If γ F k = , ( . ) in Lemma . with the (strong) subdi erentiability of G k yield
This gives ( . ), hence the claim, when τ k L k ≤ ζ k as ensured by ( . ) when γ F k = .
If γ F k > , by ( . ) in Lemma . for β = ζ − k τ k and the (strong) subdi erentiability of G k ,
This gives ( . ), hence the claim, by the case γ F k > of ( . ).
We now have the tools to study regret:
T. Valkonen Predictive online optimisation Manuscript, --page of Theorem . . In the overall setting of this section, suppose ( . ), ( . ), and ( . ) hold for all k = , . . . , N − with ζ k ∈ ( , ] and x :N generated by Algorithm . for an x ∈ X . Then ( . ) sup
Proof. Lemmas . , . and . prove ( . ) forx :∞ ∈ U with p k+ = ε k+ φ k + as well as
We insert G H k + from Lemma . and take the supremum overx :N ∈ B :N to prove the claim. The next result is similar to [ , Theorem ] when the forward-backward iteration does not cause the regret to increase: +γ k τ ≥ Λ k . Often in the online optimisation literature, regret B (x , . . . , x N ) ≤ C √ N . The growing regret bound can arise from violating this step length condition or from the penalties N k = ε k in the prediction bound ( . ). For our purposes, bounding the regret in terms of the initialisation and the prediction bounds is enough.
Corollary . . In the overall setting of this section, take τ k ≡ τ and ζ k ∈ ( , ] and suppose ( . ), ( . ), and + γ k τ ≥ Λ k hold for all k = , . . . , N − with x :N generated by Algorithm . for an initial x ∈ X . Then
Proof. We take φ k ≡ in Theorem . .
Remark . (Weighted dynamic regret
If inf k τ k > , then ( . ) places more importance on k for large k: we regret early iterates less than recent. If +γ k τ k Λ k ≥ c > and φ k = c k φ , this growth in importance is exponential, comparable to linear convergence on static problems; cf. [ ]. With F k + ≡ it is even possible to take τ k → ∞ and obtain superexponential growth (superlinear convergence).
If, on the other hand + γ k τ k < Λ k , then ( . ) forces {φ k } k ∈N to be decreasing. We therefore regret bad early iterates more than the recent. In the context of static optimisation problems, we are in the region of non-convergence or at most slow sub-O( /N ) rates.
We start our development of a primal-dual method by deriving meaningful measures of regret. We cannot in general obtain estimates on conventional duality gaps or on iterates, so need to consider alternative criteria. Throughout this section F : X → R and G : Y → R are convex, proper, and lower semicontinuous, and K ∈ L(X ; Y ) on Hilbert spaces X and Y . We recall that the rst-order primal-dual optimality conditions for It is non-negative if (x,ȳ) is a critical point, but may be zero even if (x, y) is not.
Since the Lagrangian duality gap is a relatively weak measure of optimality, and the true duality gap may not converge (fast), we de ne for bounded B ⊂ X × Y the partial duality gap . If we are not interested in the dual variable, we can de ne the partial primal gap
We now try to interpret it.
Lemma . . Let F : X → R and G : Y → R be convex, proper, and lower semicontinuous, and K ∈
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does not depend on y so that we obtain G = G. Thus the partial primal gap reduces to the di erence of function valueŝ
This gives an indication towards its meaningfulness. More generally, we will use the partial primal gap as the basis for a marginalised primal regret that "fails to regret" what F +G
In the applications of Section , G(y , . . . , y N ) = N k= α Dy k M , compare ( . ), and B is a primaldual extension U :N of B :N from ( . ). The construction ofG convolves the static total variation regulariser G with the temporally coupled objective U :N . The e ect is to produce a new dynamic regulariser, alternative to [ , , , , , , ] . The following instructive proposition elucidates how this works in general. However, the convexity assumption on B is not satis ed by U :N . We write E Ẽ for the in mal convolution of E,Ẽ : X → R.
Proposition . . Suppose B is closed, convex, and nonempty, and both G and B are coercive. Then
Proof. We recall that (E Ẽ ) * = E * +Ẽ * for proper E,Ẽ : X → R [ , Proposition . ]. The in mal convolution E Ẽ is convex, proper, and lower semicontinuous when E andẼ also are, E is coercive, andẼ is bounded from below [ , Propositions . ]. Since then (E Ẽ ) * * = E Ẽ , we obtain E Ẽ = (E * +Ẽ * ) * . By the convexity of B,
More generally, we can construct an in mal convolution lower bound with respect to the set of primal-dual minimisers of B . The coercivity assumption in the next lemma is ful lled for F the squared distance or B bounded, both of which will be the case for the optical ow example.
Any coercive, convex, proper, lower semicontinuous function E : X → R has a minimiserx. By the Fermat principle ∈ ∂E(x). Thusx ∈ ∂E * ( ), which says exactly that E * ≥ E * ( ).
Predictive online optimisation Manuscript, --page of Proposition . . Let F : X → R and G : Y → R be convex, proper, and lower semicontinuous, and K ∈ L(X ; Y ). Pick a closed subset B ⊂ X × Y and suppose B constructed from these components is coercive. LetB
Proof. Since B is coercive, lower semicontinuous, and bounded from below,B is non-empty. Since
for the support function σB Y . As this is convex, and lower semicontinuous, we get thatG ≥ G σB Y . We always haveG ≤ G since − * B ( , ) ≤ B (x,ȳ). The following establishes a lower bound onG in the our typical case of interest, with G a seminorm. It does not help interpretG, but will be su cient for the application of the asymptotic theory in Section .
Lemma . . Let F : X → R be convex, proper, and lower semicontinuous, and let
We now develop a predictive online version of the primal-dual proximal splitting (PDPS) of [ ]. We assume for all k ≥ that F k : X k → R and G * k : Y k → R are convex, proper, and lower semicontinuous, and K k ∈ L(X k ; Y k ) on Hilbert spaces X k and Y k . With the general notation u = (x, y), u k = (x k , y k ), etc., for some step length parameters τ k , σ k > , we set
Then ∈ H k (û k ) encodes the optimality conditions for the static problem ( .
is the linear preconditioner for (PP). We also take primal and dual predictors A k :
forming the dual prediction υ k+ by taking an additional proximal step with with respect to somẽ σ k+ > and someρ k + -strongly convex, proper, and lower semicontinuousG * k + : Y k + → R. This is for proof-technical reasons.
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Algorithm . Predictive online primal-dual proximal splitting (POPD)
Require: For all k ∈ N, on Hilbert spaces X k and Y k , convex, proper, lower semicontinuous F k + :
Example . . We can always take, and in practise take,
For the set of comparison sequences we take a bounded
We now derive regret estimates based on Lemma . and the partial primal gaps of Section . This revolves around verifying the assumptions of Lemma . . Writing γ k , ρ k ≥ for the factors of (strong) convexity of F k and G * k , respectively, for some η k > we take
. We need the following strong non-expansivity from the dual predictor:
Lemma . . On a Hilbert space X , suppose F : X → R is convex, proper, and γ -strongly subdi erentiable. Then prox F is ( + γ )-strongly non-expansive:
We can now derive basic step length conditions.
Lemma . . In the overall setting of this section, x k ∈ N and assume for some factors Λ k , Θ k > and prediction penalties ε k+ ,ε k + ∈ R the primal and dual prediction bounds
where U andỹ k+ (ū k + ) are de ned in ( . a). Also assume for some κ ∈ ( , ) and testing parameters φ k ,ψ k > , the step length conditions
Then Z k M k is self-adjoint and positive semide nite, Z k M k + Γ k is positive semide nite, and the prediction bound ( . ) holds with
The "testing" parameters φ k ,ψ k > model primal and dual convergence (or regret) rates. These are coupled by ( . a) to the step length parameters. The condition ( . b) restricts the parameters of the additional proximal step in the dual predictor while ( . c) sets bounds on the step length parameters based on the available strong convexity and the Lipschitz-like factors of the predictors A k and B k .
Proof. Using ( . a) and Young's inequality, we expand and estimate
Thus Z k M k is self-adjoint due to ( . a) and positive semide nite due to ( . d) and ( . a). It follows, using Young's inequality, that
Thus Z k M k + Γ k is positive semide nite by ( . c) and ( . a). We still need to prove ( . ). Writing (ξ k+ , υ k+ ) :
SinceG k+ is (ρ k+ -strongly) convex, by Lemma . , ( . ), and ( . ),
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Consequently, also using ( . a), ( . b), and Young's inequality, we obtain
Applying this and ( . a) in ( . ), and observing the de nition of p k+ in ( . ), we obtain
We also have by Young's inequality
Combined, ( . ) and ( . ) show that
From here ( . c) shows ( . ) with p k+ given by ( . ).
The proof of the next lemma is immediate:
The following example, that employs Lemma . , provides our practical step length rules.
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, and ≥ τ σ K k .
In particular with ρ k = ,ρ k+ ≡ρ, γ k ≡ γ , and Θ k ≡ Θ, and Λ k ≡ Λ, we haveσ k+ ≡σ = Θσ κ , and needρ
This gives no growth for the testing parameters φ k and ψ k , hence Lemma . can provide no simple convergence result. Indeed, looking at ( . ), to get iterate convergence, Z k M k + Γ k needs to grow as k → ∞. This can be reduced to the growth of φ k and ψ k + ; compare ( . ).
Example . (Exponential testing parameters with constant step lengths). For some τ , σ > and κ ∈ ( , ), take τ k ≡ τ , σ k+ ≡ σ , as well asσ
However, due to ( . ), we cannot expect convergence unless the prediction penalties ε k + andε k + from ( . ) go fast to zero. This practically means thatx k + = A k (x k ) andỹ k + = B k (ȳ k ) with A k and B k non-expansive-not satis ed in our applications of interest. We therefore concentrate on the setting of Example . , and attempt to get an acceptable form of regret out of ( . ). To do so, and to apply Lemma . , we still need to verify ( . ) for a useful G H k .
. Lemma . . In the overall setting of the present section, ( . ) holds for
Proof. Insert H k from ( . ) and Γ k and Z k from ( . ) with z k + = S k (u k ) into ( . ).
We need to further estimate and interpret G H k + . To do this, we let
Observe that G * :N (y :N ) = N − k= η k G * k+ (y k + ). We recall the comparison sets U and B and from ( . ) and the slicing notation U n:m and B n:m form Section .
By Lemma . applied to K = K :N , F = F :N and G * = G * :N we obtain ) with the supremum running overx :N ∈ X × · · · × X N andȳ :N ∈ Y × · · · timesY N and with
Observe that
We are now ready for our main estimate. It says that subject to how well we can measure with G :N in place of G :N , the marginalised primal regret of the primal iterates x :N compared to the best x :N ∈ B :N remains bounded by the initialisation and the prediction penalties.
Theorem . . In the overall setting of this section, suppose the prediction ( . ) and step length bounds ( . ) hold for u :N generated by Algorithm . for an initial u ∈ X × Y . Then
Proof. Lemmas . and . verify the conditions of Lemma . forū :N ∈ U with p k+ as in ( . ) and Z N M N + Γ N ≥ . Therefore, taking the supremum overū :N ∈ U :N in ( . ), we get
Inserting ( . ) we obtain the claim.
Remark . (Interpretation of the dual comparison sequence). Letỹ k + =B k (ȳ k ) for a dual temporal coupling operatorB k . Then ( . ) updates the dual comparison variable as ( . )ȳ k+ := proxσ
This amounts to the POFB of Section applied with the predictorB k and the step length parameter τ k+ =σ k+ to the formal problem min y , y , ...
An "optimal"ŷ k , achieving inf yG * k (y) − K kx k , y , would give
This is approximated byȳ k + generated by ( . ), better asσ k → ∞. In the setting of Example . , if we can also letρ k → ρ k , then we get closer to calculating [F k + G k • K k ](x k ).
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We now study online optimisation methods as regularisation methods for dynamic inverse problems. More precisely, we study asymptotic behaviour as the corruption of the data vanishes. We will not, in the con nes of this paper, attempt to produce convergence rates or convergence to minimum-norm solutions, as is commonly done [ ]. For the denoising-based optical ow problem the latter is not even necessary. Similar optimisation-based ideas that we present have been presented for non-linear static inverse problems in [ ].
. Our basic setup is the following. For each corruption (noise) level δ > of the data and time index N ∈ N, we are given a function δ N : X N → R that we would ideally like to minimise. We know that in the limit as δ → , the ground-truth is in a set B N ⊂ X N . In practise we only know inexact minimisers
x N δ of δ N , or not even that: we can only measure the t through˜ δ N . More precisely we know that the values of regret functional
go asymptotically below zero. Based on this information, we would like x N δ to convergence to a groundtruth as both N → ∞ and δ → . In the present subsection, under additional technical conditions, we show that the function values˜ δ N (x N δ ) asymptotically agree with inf B N δ N . In the next subsection we apply this result to functionals with a more speci c Tikhonov structure.
For every δ > , suppose there exists N (δ ) ∈ N and x N δ ∈ X N , (N ∈ N), such that ( . ) lim sup
Then there existsN (δ ) ≥ N (δ ) such that
Proof. Using ( . ), for anyN (δ ) ≥ N (δ ) we estimate
TakingN (δ ) large enough, ( . ) shows that the last term is non-negative. Consequently
Since both lim sup sup ≥ lim inf sup ≥ lim inf inf and lim sup sup ≥ lim sup inf ≥ lim inf inf, the claim follows.
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In this case, Lemma . implies
Proof. That ( . ) holds is clear. Using ( . ) and ( . ) we also have
Together these give the claim.
. For Tikhonov-style regularisation and online methods, we collect assumptions in the following. For simplicity, we assume all the functions to be non-negative and only involve the data terms F δ k in˜ δ N .
Assumption . (Dynamic Tikhonov pairs). For all
For some sets B ⊂ ∞ k= X k of potential ground-truths, we suppose both lim sup
Since F δ k ≥ , ( . a) says that B :N asymptotically approximates the ground-truth. For ( . b) to hold, the regularisation has to asymptotically vanish for all potential ground-truths.
Note that in the context of Assumption . , the dynamic regret of ( . ) can be written
is a noisy version ofb k . Then ( . a) reduces to lim sup
If Example . (Squared data term, continued) . In the context of Example . , ( . ) reads
In other words, the iteratesx k + δ asymptotically get closer to the data as δ goes down. Combined with b k − b k δ ≤ δ from Example . , this readily shows them to converge to the ground-truth.
To apply these ideas to predictive online optimisation methods, the idea is to apply algorithms to F k = F δ k and G k = G δ k as well as some predictor A δ k (and B δ k ) for xed δ > . The algorithms are parametrised independent of δ , although any factors of strong convexity, as well as the parameters from the prediction bounds ( . ) and ( . ) may depend on the corruption level δ . Without explicitly introducing as such, we indicate with appropriate superscript or subscript δ any variables from Sections and that now depend on δ . Theorem . (Asymptotic properties of predictive online forward-backward spli ing). For all k ∈ N and δ > , suppose F δ k + , G δ k+ : X k+ → [ , ∞] are convex, proper, and lower semicontinuous, and the primal predictor A δ k : X k → X k+ . Let B ⊂ ∞ k = X k be bounded and suppose Assumption . holds. For every δ > , for an initial iterate x = x δ ∈ X independent of δ , generate x :∞ δ by Algorithm . . Assume for all k ∈ N:
Then there existN (δ ) ≥ such that ( . ) holds. If ζ > , then, moreover,
Proof. We use Corollary . , whose conditions we have assumed. Since G δ k+ (x k + δ ) ≥ , minding ( . ), we thus obtain for all δ > and N ≥ that
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We have e N ,δ → as δ → and N → ∞. Thus ( . ) holds. We verify ( . ) using ( . ) and F δ k ≥ . Lemmas . and . now establish ( . ) and ( . ) for someN (δ ) ≥ . As in the proof of Theorem . , ( . ) and Assumption . imply ( . ) while ( . ) yields ( . ) from ( . ).
Theorem . (Asymptotic properties of predictive online primal-dual spli ing). For all k ∈ N and δ > , suppose F δ k + :
are convex, proper, and lower semicontinuous, K δ k + ∈ L(X k+ ; Y ), and the primal and dual predictors A δ k : X k → X k + and B δ k : Y k → Y k + . Let the sets B and U be as in ( . ). For every δ > , for an initial iterate u = u δ independent of δ , generate u :∞ δ by Algorithm . . Assume:
The step length parameters are as in Example . , independent of δ and k.
Then there existN (δ ) ≥ verifying ( . ). If sup k ∈N,δ > τ σ K δ k+ < , then also ( . ) holds.
Proof. Example . veri es the step length conditions ( . ) with η k ≡ τ , φ k ≡ , and ψ k ≡ τ σ . Minding ( . ), for all δ > and N ≥ ,
Hence Theorem . bounds
Example . ensures τ σ K δ k+ ≤ , so using (ii) and (iii) this shows ( . ). We verify ( . ) using ( . ) and that˜ δ N ≥ due to F δ k ≥ . Lemmas . and . now establish ( . ) and ( . ) for someN (δ ) ≥ . As in the proof of Theorem . , ( . ) and Assumption . imply ( . ) while ( . ) yields ( . ) from ( . ).
Example . (Norm regularisation in POPD
If {x k δ } k ∈N,δ > is bounded, then this shows that NG δ :N (K :N x :N δ ) ≥ −Cα(δ ) for some C > so that Theorem . (ii) holds when we choose α(δ ) → as δ → .
We now apply the previous sections to optical ow. For numerical accuracy, we use the more fundamental displacement eld model instead of the linearised PDE model (transport equation). For simplicity, and to keep the static problems convex, we concentrate on constant-in-space (but not time) displacement elds. This makes our work applicable to computational image stabilisation (shake reduction) in still or video cameras, compare [ , ] , based on rapid successions of very noisy images. We start in Section . with a known displacement eld-as could be estimated using acceleration sensors on cameras. Afterwards in Section . we include the estimation of the displacement eld into our model.
.
We start by assuming to be given in each frame, i.e., on each iteration, a noisy measurement b k δ ∈ X of a true imageb k ∈ X and a noisy measurement k δ ∈ V of a true displacement eld¯ k ∈ V . The measured displacement elds we assume bijective. The nite-dimensional subspaces X ⊂ L (Ω), Y ⊂ L (Ω; R ), and V ⊂ L (Ω; Ω) ∩ C (Ω; Ω) on a domain Ω ⊂ R we equip with the L -norm. To write ( . ) in min-max form, we take
for B the product of pointwise unit balls and D : X → L (Ω) a discretised di erential operator. For the primal and dual predictors we take
In the dual predictor of the POPD, we takeG * k = (G α k ) * +ρ k · L (Ω) following Example . . ThusG * k is the Fenchel conjugate of the Huber/Moreau-Yosida-regularised -norm.
Let the true displacement elds¯ k ∈ H (R ; R ), (k ∈ N), and let U ⊂ X × Y be bounded. Following ( . ), we take for some M > ,
as the comparison set. With a slight abuse notation we also write U for the corresponding set with the domain of eachū k restricted to Ω. We assume that the ground-truth images b :∞ ∈ B := {x :∞ |ū :∞ ∈ U}.
Because the iterates y k are in a nite-dimensional subspace, bounding ∇ȳ k ,∞ is no di culty. To satisfy ( . a), we need to nd factors Λ δ k ≥ and penalties ε δ k+ ∈ R such that
The satisfaction of ( . b) is handled analogously. If we had no displacement eld measurement error, i.e., k δ =¯ k , we could by the area formula take Λ δ k = max ξ ∈Ω | det ∇( k δ ) − (ξ )| and ε δ k+ = . Otherwise we need the more elaborate estimate of the next lemma.
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Then for any x ∈ L (Ω), ∈ V, and Λ > Λ V ,
Proof. By the area formula and Young's inequality, for any t > ,
Using ( . ) and thatx is √ M-Lipschitz, it follows
Taking t = (Λ/Λ V − ) yields the claim.
We need the primal iterates to stay bounded. For this we use the next lemma:
Proof. We drop the indexing by δ as it is xed. The dual prediction of Algorithm . guarantees υ k ,∞ ≤ α. The primal step is
The optimality conditions are
By ( . ), comparing to x = ξ k , we get
Thus x k − b k ≤ C when τ is as stated.
We may now use Theorem . to prove convergence to the true data as the displacement eld measurement error ε → along with the noise in the data b k δ . Theorem . . For all k ∈ N, δ > , and some α = α(δ ) → as δ → , assume the setup of ( . ) with k δ ∈ V for a set V ⊂ V of bijective displacement elds such that Λ V < . For an initial u = u δ , for every δ > , generate u :∞ δ by Algorithm . . Withb :∞ ∈ B, assume: 
. This holds for C large and δ ∈ ( ,δ ) for smallδ > . We base the rest of our proof on Theorem . whose assumptions we need to verify. Firstly, the structural setup and (i), i.e., Assumption . , are clear from the choices ( . ),b :∞ ∈ B and (I) with Examples . and . . Secondly, (ii) follows from Example . and the boundedness of {x k δ } k ∈N,δ ∈( ,δ ) . Thirdly, (iii) is guaranteed by the de nition of U, Lemma . , and (I). Finally, (iv) we have directly assumed in (II). Theorem . now proves the existence ofN (δ ) ≥ such that ( . ) holds. After expansion this says lim δ → sup N ≥N (δ ) N N k= x k δ − b k δ = . Using (I) we obtain our rst claim. Under the additional condition τ σ D < , Theorem . proves ( . ), which after expansion gives our second claim.
We perform our experiments on a simple square image as well as the lighthouse image from the free Kodak image suite [ ]; this is in Figure along with a noisy version and comparison singleframe total variation reconstruction. The original size is × pixels. For our experiments, we pick a × subimage moving according to Brownian motion of standard deviation . Thus the displacement elds¯ k (ξ ) = ξ −ū k withū k ∈ R are constant in space. To the subimage we add % Gaussian noise (standard deviation . with original intensities in [ , ] ). To construct the measured displacements available to the algorithm we add % Gaussian noise (standard deviation . ū k ) to the true displacements.
We take the regularisation parameter α = . Thus the corresponding full-image total variation reconstruction is in Figure c . To parametrise the POPD (Algorithm . ) we Then ( . ) gives Λ V = . Constant true displacements are allowed by Lemma . , but constant measurements not. If
x −x L (Ω+B( , u )) ≤ C x −x L (Ω) then Lemma . and Theorem . extend to Λ > CΛ V . In practise, to compute x • , we extrapolate x outside Ω such that Neumann boundary conditions are satis ed.
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Predictive online optimisation -Fix the primal step length parameter τ = . as well as Λ = Θ = and κ = . . -Take the primal strong convexity factor γ = and generally the dual factor ρ = .
-Takeσ , maximal σ , and minimalρ k + ≡ρ according to Example . . Here we estimate K k ≤ √ for forward-di erences discretisation of K k = D with cell width h = [ ]. Although G * k+ is not strongly convex, we also experiment taking a "phantom" ρ = . This can in principle be justi ed via local strong convexity or strong metric subregularity at a solution. We brie y indicate how this works in Appendix . The e ect in practise is to increase the dual step length parameter σ . We always take zero as the initial iterate (primal and dual).
We The darker line is sampled at the same resolution as the performance plots whereas the lighter line is sampled at every iteration. Regarding real-time computability, averaged over the iterations, every iteration takes ∼ . ms, which is to say the POPD can process frames per second. The performance plots show convergence of the function value to a stable value, not necessarily a minimum, within iterations. Likewise the SSIM and PSNR reach a relatively stable and acceptable value by iterations. Visually, we have decent tracking of movement, but we need the large ρ-value to get a noticeable cartoon-like "total variation e ect". In the last frame of Figure we can see the e ect of the algorithm not being able to track a sudden large displacement fast enough, hence producing some motion blur. The iterations, that were needed to reach a stable function value, SSIM, or PSNR, appear to be mainly needed to reach the correct contrast level: recall that we initialise with zero. We tested initialising the primal variable with the noisy data: the algorithm then needed a similar number of iterations to reduce the noise. A smarter initialisation might help reduce the -iteration "initialisation window".
For comparison, we have included POFB reconstruction (Algorithm . ) in Figure . We use the step length parameter τ = . for the POFB itself. We take iterations of FISTA [ ] with step length parameterτ = / K to approximately solve the proximal step. By the performance measures the results are comparable to the POPD. Visually they are similar to the high-ρ POPD. The algorithm is, however, quite a bit slower: ∼ . ms/frame or frames per second. Solving the proximal step accurately would further slow it down.
. When the displacement eld k is completely unknown, we need to estimate it from data. For some
We drop the indexing by the noise level δ > as we will not be studying regularisation properties. Ideally we would take E k ( ) as θ b k + − b k • X , plus regularisation terms. However, the resulting problem would be highly nonconvex. A second idea is to use a Horn-Schunck [ ] type penalty on linearised optical ow , taking for some parameters θ, λ , λ > ,
where the pointwise inner product a, b (ξ ) := a(ξ ), b(ξ ) . We regularise the displacement eld to both be close to identity (no displacement) and to be smooth in space. The choice ( . ) is, however, very inaccurate in practise. We therefore, rstly, introduce a time-step parameter T and a convolution kernel ϱ to counteract noise in the data. Secondly, we average the Horn-Schunck term over a window of n frames. For iteration k, the last frame is ι(k) := max{ , k + − (n − )} and its true length n k := k + − (ι(k) − ).
Although not given as a parameter, we use k ι(k)− = . We predict the primal variables using
, k ≥ n, and the dual variables using
Hence we a) propagate the image x and the dual variable using the estimated displacement of the next frame from the current frame, b) update the displacement estimates to be with respect to the start ι(k + ) of the new n-frame window, and c) predict the displacement between the next two frames to be zero. The latter is consistent with the zero-mean Brownian motion used in our numerical experiments.
To write the problem ( . ) with E k given by ( . ) in the saddle point form ( . ), we take We split prox τ F k into individual updates with respect to x and k ι(k):k + . If the displacement elds are constant in space, k j (ξ ) = ξ − u k j with u k j ∈ R , the compositions ( k ι(k) ) − • k j ≡ u k ι(k) − u k j , and prox τ E k reduces to an easily solvable chain of × quadratic optimisation problems.
The Horn-Schunck linearisation of the optical ow only converges to the true optical ow as we increase the temporal resolution. Therefore, we cannot directly apply the theory of Section to obtain convergence of solutions generated by the POPD to a true solution as the noise level goes to zero: we would also need to increase the temporal resolution. We have, therefore, decided not to pursue any regret estimates. It is, however, not di cult to extend Lemma . .
To obtain the linearised optical ow model, we start with b k + (ξ ) = b k ( k (ξ )) holding for all ξ ∈ Ω and a su ciently
Indeed, in linearised optical ow the displacement eld cannot in general be discontinuous. See [ , ] for approaches designed to avoid this restriction.
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For our numerical experiments we use generally the same setup as in Section . except we reduce the noise level in the image to % and correspondingly take α = . . For our new parameters we take λ = and θ = ( · ) · with constant-in-space displacement elds, so that λ is irrelevant in ( . ). For the displacement estimation we use a window of n = previous frames. For the smoothing kernel ϱ in the Horn-Schunck term of ( . ) we take a normalised Gaussian of standard deviation pixels in a window of × pixels. We also take the time step parameter T = . for the lighthouse and T = for the square test image. Our Julia implementation is available on Zenodo [ ].
The reconstructions and estimated displacements are in Figures to and the performance plots (function value, PSNR, SSIM) in Figures b, b and b . Regarding real-time computability, the POPD requires . ms/iteration, that is, can process frames per second.
The function values take a long time to decrease. The PSNR and SSIM, however, again reach an acceptable and somewhat stable value after -iterations. Visually, the results are somewhat more blurred than with the approximately known displacement in Section . , and even with ρ = the cartoon-like total variation e ect remains small. Nevertheless, the reconstructions are visually pleasing and the displacement is estimated to an acceptable accuracy. This did, however, require adapting the time-step parameter T to the test case. Improving the optical ow model to not require such an extraneous parameter is something for future research: we believe that the present results already demonstrate that online optimisation is a worthy approach to dynamic imaging.
With the goal of solving-for now relatively simple-imaging problems "online", in real-time, we incorporated predictors into the forward-backward and primal-dual proximal splitting methods. For the predictive online forward-backward method (POFB) a reasonable notion of "dynamic regret" stays bounded, and can even converge below zero. Using regularisation theory we, moreover, proved convergence to a ground-truth as the level of corruption in the problem data vanishes. Hence the method forms an appropriate regulariser.
We do not, yet, understand the predictive online primal-dual method (POPD) as well. While we have shown analogous results, including convergence as the data improves, the form of "regret" we were able to employ still requires study and interpretation. This notwithstanding, our numerical results on optical ow are encouraging. More research is needed to understand the parametrisation and improved predictors needed to make the total variation e ect prominent.
We establish local strong convexity of the indicator function of the ball. This has been shown in [ ] to be equivalent to the strong metric subregularity of the subdi erential. For related characterisations, see also [ ] and regarding total variation [ , appendix].
Lemma . . With F : X → R, F = δ cl B( ,α ) on a Hilbert space X , suppose x ∈ ∂B( , α) and
x * ∈ ∂F (x). Then 
